To what extent did the Suez Crisis of October to November 1956
damage Britain’s foreign relations?
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Section 1

Identification and evaluation of sources

The research question being investigated is: ‘To what extent did the Suez Crisis of October to
November 1956 damage Britain’s foreign relations?’. British military intervention in Nasser’s Egypt,
together with France and Israel, was an attempt to regain control of the Suez Canal. This action
brought international criticism and condemnation. It also led to the resignation of Prime Minister
Anthony Eden, and seemed to fundamentally damage Britain’s foreign relations. However, it has
been argued that this damage was short-term. Two sources relevant to this investigation are US
President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s statement regarding Suez on 1 November, 1956, which offers
insight into the immediate ‘damage’ to Anglo-American relations, and the book The commonwealth
experience, II: From British to multiracial commonwealth written by Nicholas Mansergh in 1982,
which offers an expert academic analysis of Suez in the broader context of Britain’s relations with its
empire and commonwealth.
A value of President Eisenhower’s speech is that it gives the official government response to
British actions from the chief executor of US policy. A value of the date, 1 November, 1956, is that it
reveals the immediate perspective of the US at the time of British intervention. A value of the
purpose is that it is a public statement of the US position and aimed to show an international
audience that the US did not support British actions, and to distance it from Anglo-French
impetuousness. It thus reveals the immediate damage done to Anglo-American relations. The
content outlines the extent of disapproval, and the tone of the language clearly suggests criticism. A
limitation of the origin and purpose is President Eisenhower had to make a statement condemning
his Cold War ally publicly for breaching UN agreements, and the President’s administration may have
had a different private view of events than the position expressed to the international community. A
limitation of the content is that it is a narrow statement of the US’ immediate position during the
crisis and does not identify nor suggest long-term implications for the relationship.
A value of the academic book, “The commonwealth experience, II: From British to multiracial
commonwealth” is that it was written by an expert historian of the British commonwealth, Nicholas
Mansergh. Mansergh is a specialist in British foreign relations in this period,1 who taught at
Cambridge University for thirty years. Another value of the origin is that it was published in 1982 and
was written with the benefit of hindsight. The purpose is academic and educational and therefore
may attempt objectivity. A limitation of the origin is that as a specialist in British policy the author
may lack expertise in assessing the impact of Suez from the perspective of other powers such as the
US. A limitation of the purpose is that it was written from a Western perspective, therefore it may be
liable to pursuing a Western agenda; this might undermine the objectivity of the book. The purpose
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may be limited in that the book has a broad scope and could subsequently lacks depth on the
specific impact of Suez.
Section 2: Investigation
The Suez Crisis developed after President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt nationalized the Suez
Canal on 26 July 1956, and the British, French and Israeli governments initiated an invasion plan to
retake control of the vital asset. The ensuing conflict lasted until March 1957.2 The British believed
an occupation would enforce free navigation of the canal; a privilege that their economy depended
upon.3 Indeed, Prime Minister Anthony Eden identified the continuing operation of the “great
international waterway” as something that “the industrial life of Western Europe depends upon”. 4 In
addition, Britain could not tolerate this threat to their influence in the Middle East.5 Britain had
neglected to consult its ally, the United States, prior to the attack. Despite Eden’s assurance that this
unconventional action would not hinder British foreign relations, there was international
condemnation,6 and Eden’s obituary in The Times [1977] stated: “He was the last Prime Minister to
believe Britain was a great power and the first to confront a crisis which proved she was not.” 7 This
essay investigates the extent of the negative impact of the Suez crisis on British relations with the
US, its position at the United Nations and with its Commonwealth and Empire.

Firstly, the crisis damaged Britain’s foreign relations with the United States. This was
primarily due to Britain intentionally neglecting to inform its ally of the plan to thwart Nasser’s
nationalization of the canal. Following Britain’s primary air attacks on Egyptian airfields, President
Dwight D. Eisenhower released a statement on 1 November, 1956, expressing his disapproval of
British actions, declaring that “It is our right …to dissent”. 8 The US administration believed AngloFrench deception in their collusion with Israel revealed British ignorance towards the potentially
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catastrophic consequences of the invasion.9 Professor Richard H. Immerman claimed the US
government felt a strong sense of ‘betrayal’. 10 Relations between Britain and the US deteriorated in
the months following the intervention,11 evidenced in the shift in British policy towards a closer
relationship with Europe.12 As British Newspaper the Mirror remarked on 25 January 1957, Britain
should now attempt to “link ourselves more closely” with Europe. 13 The British viewed the lack of
support from the US as due to minimal dependency on foreign oil reserves held by the Suez Canal
Company.14 The US refused an IMF emergency loan 15 requested by Britain due to its loss of over $2
billion in the Suez fiasco, further divided the former allies.16 Britain’s actions had isolated them,
according to journalist Donald Neff, from “the major Western power in the Middle East”. 17 Historian
Keith Kyle concludes that British miscalculation of the US response to the plan had “long-lasting
effects” in Anglo-American trust.18
In addition, the crisis damaged Britain’s credibility within the United Nations. On 22
December 1956, the UN initiated and oversaw the evacuation of British and French troops from the
canal zone.19 Britain’s use of armed forces had been an overt violation of the Charter of the United
Nations.20 Under such circumstances, it seems clear that as historian William Roger Louis argues,
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“their credibility had been destroyed in 1956”. 21 Britain’s demise as a power at the UN was evident
upon being accused of behavior similar to that of the USSR in Hungary in 1956. 22 Britain’s initial
response to this allegation was an expression of indignation towards the UN, deeming the
organization a “biased institution” working against civilization and democracy, a view taken up by
the Daily Express newspaper on 27 November 1956.23 British representatives attempted to avoid
official liability for their ‘colonial policy’ in UN councils, but failed to do so due to the lack of
legitimacy resulting from the crisis. 24 Nevertheless, Britain had to increase its diplomatic efforts and
adopted a policy: to avoid UN isolation.25
Furthermore, Britain’s relations with its empire and the commonwealth were also damaged.
Firstly, Nasser’s refusal to cooperate with the British, as described by historian Keith Kyle, marked
the collapse of Britain’s relationship with one of its most valuable territories. 26 Despite Britain’s
refusal to accept “opposition towards their actions in Suez”, the subsequent decline in its military
capability resulted in the loss of its credibility from the Middle to its Far East territories.27 Historian
Roger Louis argues that without American support for its colonial interests, Britain lost their power
overseas.28 In terms of Britain’s relations with the commonwealth, Professor Joseph Frankel
highlights that Britain’s underestimation of the commonwealth additionally had a negative impact. 29
On 5 November 1956 Eden deliberately avoided discussion of the invasion with Britain’s dominions
due to what he deemed to be ‘inevitable disapproval’. 30 The historian Nicholas Mansergh argues that
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Eden had thus breached the ‘doctrine of commonwealth partnership’ causing major divisions and
ultimately leading to Harold Wilson’s failure to revitalize the organization in 1964. 31
However, the negative impact of Suez on Britain’s foreign relations may have been in reality
only short term. Britain’s relations with the US were quickly repaired; as Foreign Secretary Selwyn
Lloyd suggests, ‘Suez led to closer cooperation between the British and US governments’. 32 This
could be due to the fact that the strain put on Anglo-American relations was limited, based on
Britain’s role as a key Cold War ally in NATO and this was of a higher priority to the US. 33 In addition,
Harold Macmillan embraced and pursued a policy that sought to appease the US. 34 President
Eisenhower addressed a conference on 20 March 1957 asserting: “we can do much to strengthen
the long-term bonds that bound together the British Empire and my country.” 35 On 21 March 1957,
Eisenhower formally ‘restored’ the Anglo-American friendship.36 Professor Vernon Bogdanor, who
teaches contemporary British history at King’s College London, concludes that relations were quickly
restored, as Eisenhower himself assented, “Those British, they are still my right arm”. 37
Britain’s relations within the UN were also repaired fairly quickly after Suez. A violent critic
of the intervention was a member of the Soviet bloc in the UN – India. However, India and other
countries had arguably only shown hostility towards Britain because they received assistance from
the Soviet Union, and therefore this opposition did not undermine Britain’s relations with the antiSoviet bloc.38 In the short-term, although Eisenhower imposed a ceasefire resolution within the UN,
Britain remained the key ally for the West in the Security Council.39 Ultimately, Britain retained its
influence within the United Nations. In the broader context of the Cold War, the Suez intervention
became ‘normalized’ and later seen as a ‘preventative’ measure by Western powers. 40
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Furthermore, Britain’s relationship with its empire was not significantly changed by the
crisis. After Britain’s withdrawal from the canal zone, British soldiers went on fighting for
approximately 25 years in various corners of its diminishing empire, including in Aden, East Africa,
Borneo, Malaya and the Falkland Islands. The distinction was that after Suez they no longer fought
to impose the will of London but generally to ‘defend local regimes’.41 Eden had already recognized
before Suez the “emergence of independent nations” as a “political fact” and Britain cooperated in
the creation of the independent state of Ghana on 6 March, 1957. 42 This effectively marked the
beginning of the British empire’s degeneration over the next 10 years. Thus Britain’s decision to
actively pursue decolonization meant that Suez can be seen as a ‘dramatic hiccup’ in an otherwise
‘well-managed transition to a post-imperial medium [sized] power’.43
In conclusion, the main impact of the Suez Crisis, although not fully appreciated at the time,
was to expose the limitations of British power and to catalyze acceptance within government to
relinquish control of certain colonial territories. Britain continued to fight to defend local regimes
and reshaped its relationship with the Commonwealth. While the crisis damaged Britain’s relations
with the US and within the UN in the short term, its role as a key US ally and its role in the Security
council were not undermined due to the broader context of the Cold War.
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Section 3: Reflection
This investigation allowed me to appreciate the methods and challenges faced by historians.
My own familial context influenced how I viewed the Suez Crisis. My Egyptian heritage affected my
attitude towards the British invasion of Egypt in 1956, and I had the preconception that British
foreign relations would have been seriously damaged by its actions. This premise was challenged by
the evidence I found in my research. In addition, I find that I had to omit material due to word count
restrictions, and selected evidence on the basis that it supported my main lines of argument. For
example, I left out public opinion in Egypt, as elucidated by Egyptian Historian Dr. Abde El-Wahib
Bakr, as it did not directly develop Britain’s foreign relations with the US, UN and commonwealth.44
This selection process is an obstacle historians face as they create a historical account.
In addition, I lacked access to Egyptian and Israeli government and intelligence sources as
these archives remain classified.45 My evidence draws conspicuously from Western documents as
many have become declassified. I had free access to debates held in the British House of Commons
before, during, and after the crisis, including the key debate on 2 August 1956. 46 Therefore, I was
able to get direct insight into the perspective of Prime Minister Eden and other influential Members
of Parliament at the time. Nevertheless, certain political documents are still redacted, including
intelligence documents from this period. A challenge for historians is that the evidence documented
by the leaders involved, such as the speeches, communiqué, and memoirs of Eden, Eisenhower, and
Nasser, may present a censored view, or at least a perspective that presents their administrations in
a positive light. Indeed, several of my primary sources were statements of ‘position’ and therefore
the official response may have been different to the ‘unofficial’ stance. Eisenhower’s statement on 1
November, 1956 openly threatened the Anglo-American relationship, but did not articulate specific
consequences, and historians such as Professor Vernon Bogdanor have suggested that this
statement was merely rhetoric. Indeed, historians of the Suez Crisis have also developed different
conclusions regarding its impact on Britain’s foreign relations. William Roger Louis argues that
Britain’s credibility was destroyed due to its breach of the Charter of the UN, 47 whereas Professor
Vernon Bogdanor disagrees and affirms that Anglo-American relations were repaired quickly in the
greater context of the Cold War. 48
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